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Chapter 1

Uncertainty and Change (Preprint)
Kenneth N. Brown and Ian Miguel
Constraint Programming (CP) has proven to be a very successful technique for reasoning
about assignment problems, as evidenced by the many applications described elsewhere in
this book. Much of its success is due to the simple and elegant underlying formulation:
describe the world in terms of decision variables that must be assigned values, place clear
and explicit restrictions on the values that may be assigned simultaneously, and then find
a set of assignments to all the variables that obeys those restrictions. Thus, CP makes two
assumptions about the problems it tackles:
1. There is no uncertainty in the problem definition: each problem has a crisp and
complete description.
2. Problems are not dynamic: they do not change between the initial description and
the final execution of the solution.
Unfortunately, these two assumptions do not hold for many practical and important applications. For example, scheduling production in a factory is, in practice, fundamentally
dynamic and uncertain: the full set of jobs to be scheduled is not known in advance, and
continues to grow as existing jobs are being completed; machines break down; raw material is delivered late; employees become ill; jobs take longer than expected; or processes
have inherently random aspects, and so some jobs may have to be repeated. Alternatively,
in engineering or architectural design, the constraints themselves are not known with certainty — this may be because the designer is not aware of the detail of the constraints, or
because the constraints are inherently vague — or may be changing because the designer
is exploring the problem space, reformulating the problem as the consequences of each
modelling decision become clearer.
Current constraint solving tools provide very little support for explicit reasoning about
uncertain and dynamic problems. In many cases, an approximated deterministic and static
model may suffice, and provides the user with enough information about the structure of
the problem to make good enough decisions. In other cases, though, the user is required
to re-formulate the problem repeatedly, in response to each change or to each discovery of
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more detail of the problem. What support should CP tools offer in those situations? For
many problems, all that may be required is a sufficiently fast solver, reacting to the changes
with new solutions, or producing many initial solutions to different formulations in the case
of uncertainty. At other times, for dynamic problems, the new solutions should be as close
as possible to the previous ones, to minimise the cost of change. More advanced methods
should generate solutions that are robust to the likely changes, or that are sufficiently flexible to allow the changes to be accommodated. Particular attention should also be paid to
time limits, since the dynamic changes may occur too quickly to allow exhaustive analysis
— in that case, time-bounded or anytime reasoning is required.
In this chapter, we consider the uses and extensions of constraint programming for
handling problems subject to change and uncertainty. We classify the research into two
broad categories based on the problem type:
(i) uncertain problems, which require a single solution; and
(ii) Dynamically changing problems, which require multiple solution stages.
Within (ii), we consider three further sub-categories:
(ii-a) problems where the solver simply reacts each time the problems change;
(ii-b) problems where the solving process is adapted to record information about the problem structure, which can be used during the reaction phase; and
(ii-c) problems where the solver proactively searches for solutions that anticipate the expected changes.
We will begin by briefly reviewing the definitions of constraint satisfaction and optimisation problems, and presenting a small example problem which we will use throughout the
chapter. We will then consider each of the categories and sub-categories in turn. Finally,
we will conclude with a discussion of challenges for future research.

1.1

Background and Definitions

The finite-domain constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) consists of a triple hX, D, Ci,
where X is a set of variables, D is a set of domains, and C is a set of constraints. Each
xi ∈ X is associated with a finite domain Di ∈ D of potential values. An assignment
to a variable xi is the selection of a value vi from its domain Di . A constraint c ∈ C,
constraining variables xi , . . . , xj , specifies a subset of the Cartesian product Di × . . . × Dj
indicating mutually-compatible variable assignments. A tuple of values v = (vi , . . . , vj )
satisfies a constraint c over xi , . . . , xj if v ∈ c. A partial assignment to a problem is
a collection of assignments to a subset of the variables in the problem, and a complete
assignment is an assignment for every variable. A solution is a complete assignment that
satisfies all constraints. A constrained optimisation problem is a CSP with some objective
function, which is to be optimised.

1.2

Example: Course Scheduling

To illustrate the various problems and techniques, we will use as a basis the following simple example (adapted from [22]) throughout the chapter. Consider the task of scheduling
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Figure 1.1: Course Scheduling Problem

a short course over three days consisting of a number of lectures, practical sessions, and
tutorial sessions. The constraints are that there must be at least two sessions a day and,
over the three days, there must be between 1 and 5 of each type of session and between 10
and 12 sessions in total. This problem can be cast as a CSP by using 9 variables, xij with
i and j in {1, 2, 3}, where i denotes the day and j the session type with 1 = lecture, 2 =
practical, 3 = tutorial. Each variable has domain {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} denoting the number of
sessions of the corresponding type on a particular day. The constraints are expressed on
these variables as presented in Figure 1.1. Figure 1.2 presents one possible solution to this
problem in which there are two lectures, three practical and five tutorial sessions over the
three days.
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Figure 1.2: A Solution to Course Scheduling Problem

1.3

Uncertain problems

First we consider problems where a complete crisp description of the problem will not be
revealed at all, and so we must produce a single initial solution that cannot be changed.
In order to produce the solutions, we have to consider how the imprecision in the problem
description is expressed. We consider three cases: (i) the problem itself is intrinsically imprecise — for example, where the price of a configuration must be ‘cheap’, where ‘cheap’
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Figure 1.3: The Fuzzy Course Scheduling Problem. Fuzzy constraints show satisfaction
degrees for different possible assignment tuples.

is defined by a fuzzy membership function, (ii) we have a set of possible realisations of the
problem, one of which will be the final version of the problem, and (iii) we have probability distributions over the full realisations — for example, a distribution over the values
that might be available to us, or over the legal tuples in the constraints. Secondly, for (ii)
and (iii), we also consider problems where the description will eventually be revealed, but
requires an instant response. In such cases, we can extend the techniques to include contingencies — families of solutions, one of which will be selected depending on the revealed
problem.

1.3.1

Fuzzy problems

Fuzzy constraint satisfaction [22] (see also Chapter 9) captures imprecision in the definition of a constraint by allowing constraints to be partially satisfied, as well as completely
satisfied or completely unsatisfied. To continue the above example, a constraint specifying
that an expression in certain cost variables must be “cheap”, rather than being satisfied or
violated, can be satisfied to a greater or lesser extent according to the assignments to the
cost variables. This allows us to capture notions such as “fairly cheap” and “relatively
expensive”.
In a fuzzy constraint satisfaction problem, a constraint c(xi , . . . , xj ) is represented by
a fuzzy relation, which is in turn defined by a membership function that associates a degree
of satisfaction in a totally ordered scale (usually [0, 1], with 0 and 1 representing complete
violation and complete satisfaction respectively) with each tuple in Di × . . . × Dj . The
conjunction of two fuzzy relations is usually interpreted as the minimum membership value
assigned by either relation. To produce a satisfaction degree for a given partial or complete
assignment, the conjunction operator is used to aggregate the satisfaction degrees of all
constraints on the assigned variables. This allows us to rank different assignments and
therefore search for optimal solutions to a fuzzy CSP.
To illustrate, we consider a fuzzy version of the course scheduling problem given in
Figure 1.1. Professor A is to give the lectures in the course. She prefers to give four
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Figure 1.4: Sub-optimal and Optimal Solutions to the Fuzzy Course Scheduling Problem

of these sessions. Dr B is organising the practical sessions, and he prefers to give about
three of these. Finally, Dr C is responsible for the tutorial sessions, and also prefers that
there should be about three of these. These preferences are captured in fuzzy constraints
on the lecture, practical and tutorial session variables, as presented in Figure 1.3. Note
that constraints on the number of sessions per day and the total number of sessions remain
as hard constraints. Hard constraints are simple to represent with fuzzy constraints: the
satisfaction degree of each assignment tuple is either 0 or 1.
Figure 1.4 presents two solutions to the fuzzy course scheduling problem. The first is
the same as the solution to the crisp course scheduling problem given in Figure 1.2. This
solution has satisfaction degree 0.8 because there are three lecture sessions (from Figure
1.2, the satisfaction degree of the constraint on the number of lectures is therefore 0.8)
and three tutorial sessions (also satisfaction degree 0.8). Hence, the fuzzy conjunction of
the satisfaction degrees of all the constraints is 0.8. The second solution has satisfaction
degree 1.0 and is therefore optimal. The reader will be able to confirm that the satisfaction
degree of each constraint is 1.0.

1.3.2

Problems with possible realisations

For problems with a set of possible realisations, we first need to consider the ways in
which the problem definition could be incomplete — i.e. what is missing from the original
description that will be revealed. Based on the definition in 1.1, this could be:
1. The complete set of variables is not known;
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2. The domains of the variables are not completely specified; or
3. The constraints are not completely specified — either the full set of constraints is
not known, or the individual constraints are not fully described.

In fact, we could reformulate the definition of a CSP so that only the constraints need to
be specified explicitly (the domains would be unary constraints restricting values from a
universal set, and the variables are implicitly defined to be those appearing anywhere in
the constraint set), and thus formally we only need to consider uncertainty in the constraint
set. In practice, the different types of uncertainty are treated separately, to model specific features of different application domains, and give rise to different formalisms and
algorithms.
In Mixed CSPs [27], we model the case where some of the variables are not controlled
by the solver, but will be assigned by some external source (which may be a user, another
agent, later knowledge discovery, or a random process). Thus the variables of the problem
are divided into two classes: controlled decision variables and uncontrollable parameters.
The decision variables are normal CSP variables, but the parameters will be set by the
external source (and thus essentially fix the domains of those variables to a singleton set).
The possible realisations of the problem are then defined by the sets of possible values that
the parameters may take. Constraints restrict the assignments of values to variables in the
normal way. A pure decision is an assignment of values to all the decision variables, which
should be a solution to one or more of the possible realisations. If there are no constraints
on the realisations (i.e. the parameters are independent), then it is NP-complete to determine whether there exists a single pure decision which is a solution to all realisations in
a binary mixed CSP. For cases where the true realisation will be revealed, a conditional
decision associates different assignments of values to different realisations, and an optimal
conditional decision has a solution for each possible realisation. Fargier et al [27] give an
anytime algorithm for finding conditional decisions.
As an example, consider the course scheduling problem as before, but now we assume
that the number of tutorials on day 1 (x13 ) will be decided later (based on the availability of
tutors). That is, the variable x13 becomes an uncontrollable parameter. Suppose we know
that x13 can take one of two possible vallues, 0 or 1. Figure 1.5a shows a pure decision for
all the other variables that satisfies both possible realisations. Suppose now that the number
of lectures on day 2 (x21 ) will also be fixed at a later date, and that the value of x21 may
be 0, 1 or 2, independently of the value of x13 . There are now six possible realisations,
based on the possible values of (x13 , x21 ): {(0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 2), (1, 0), (1, 1), (1, 2)}. No
single pure decision is possible (since it will not be possible to satisfy the constraint on the
total number of sessions); however, figure 1.5b shows an optimal conditional decision, by
associating a decision with each possible realisation.
To cover problems with uncertain data, Yorke-Smith and Gervet define Uncertain CSPs
[77], in which the constraints are uncertain — specifically, they use an algebraic representation of the constraints, with uncertainty over the coefficients. Their goal is to define the
certainty closure, the set of all solutions to possible realisations of the constraints, and then
to search for specific types of closure, including a covering set, which contains at least one
solution for each realisation, or the most robust solution, which is a solution to the greatest
number of realisations. Their suggested solution method is to transform the UCSP into
a standard CSP, such that the set of all solutions to the CSP is equivalent to the desired
closure of the UCSP.
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Figure 1.5: mixed CSP: (a) a pure decision; (b) an optimal conditional decision.

Suppose in our course scheduling problem, the full workload requirements have not
been revealed to us; specifically, the total number of sessions may be required to be either
10 or 12, and the required length of a practical may be either 1 or 2 hours, but the constraints
on the hours per day, and the hours of each session type remain the same. The original
problem could then be represented as presented in Figure 1.6, where w1 and w3 are known
to be 1, but the values of w2 and t are unknown, but taken from the sets {1, 2} and {10, 12}
respectively. Therefore, there are 4 possible realisations: {w2 = 1, t = 10}, {w2 = 1, t =
12}, {w2 = 2, t = 10} and {w2 = 2, t = 12}. A covering set is shown in Figure 1.7,
where the first solution is the most robust solution.

1.3.3

Probability-based problems

The next step on from problems with possible realisations is to consider problems where
there is a probability distribution over those realisations. Two different formalisms have
been proposed with the name probabilistic CSPs. The first [25] involves uncertainty over
the constraints that appear in the problem, associating a probability with each single constraint, representing the (independent) probability that that constraint is active. The aim
is to find an assignment of values to variables which has the highest probability of being
a solution to the true problem. For example (Fig. 1.8), suppose we have three possible
additional constraints on the practicals in our timetabling problem: the number of practicals must be not less than the number of lectures, with a probability of 0.6; the number of
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Figure 1.6: The Uncertain Course Scheduling Problem

practicals on day 3 must be greater than the number of practicals on day 1, with probability
0.5; and the total number of practicals must be no higher than 2, with a probability of 0.2.
There is no assignment with a probability of 1.0 of being a solution; an assignment with
maximal probability of being a solution is shown in figure 1.9. This first type of probabilistic CSP could be thought of as the probabilistic equivalent of uncertain CSPs described
above, assigning a probability distibution to the values of coeffecients in the constraints.
Probabilistic CSPs can be represented using the two general soft constraint frameworks
valued CSP [69] and semi-ring[12] CSP described in Chapter 9, “Soft Constraints”.
The second type of probabilistic CSPs [26] correspond to mixed CSPs, with the addition of a probability distribution over the possible assignments to the uncontrollable parameters. The aim here is to find a pure decision with maximal probability of being a solution
to the full problem. A branch and bound algorithm based on forward checking is described.
Again, we can also consider conditional decisions, and an algorithm is given for generating
them. Consider now the same problem as described in Figure 1.5, but with two probability
distributions over the values of x13 : {0 : 0.3, 1 : 0.7} and x21 : {0 : 0.5, 1 : 0.4, 2 : 0.1}.
Again, no decision can have a probability of 1.0 of being a solution to the full problem
(since the two realisations hx13 = 1, x21 = 2i and hx13 = 0, x21 = 0i cannot be satisfied
by the same assignment due to the total sessions constraint; figure 1.10 shows a maximal pure decision, with total probability of 0.93 of being a solution (failing only on the
realisation hx13 = 1, x21 = 2i).
1-stage stochastic CSPs [76] are similar to (the second) probabilistic CSPs, but with
the difference that a problem is defined to be θ-satisfiable if there exists a (pure) decision
with a probability higher than θ of being a solution. The complexity of 1-stage stochastic
CSPs is shown to be N P P P -complete. Stochastic CSPs in general encompass multiple
stages and will be discussed further in Section 1.4.3.

1.4

Problems that change

Now we consider problems that are subject to change over time, and where the opportunity
exists to respond to each change via a new solution step. The changes may be imposed by
a user, an external agent or the environment. Typically, this occurs during the execution of
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Figure 1.7: uncertain CSP: a covering set.

a solution, but in certain cases change may be so rapid that it occurs even as a solution to
the original problem is being sought.
Dynamic CSPs ([17], see Figure 1.11) view a changing problem as a sequence of CSPs
linked by restrictions and relaxations (also known as retractions), where constraints are
respectively added to, and removed from, one problem in the sequence to obtain the next.
There are three key concerns in solving dynamic CSPs. The first is to minimise the need
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Figure 1.8: The Probabilistic Course Scheduling Problem
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Figure 1.9: probabilistic CSP1 : a maximal solution.

for change, and thus to find robust1 solutions that are likely to remain solutions even after
the change has occurred, or to need only minor ‘repairs’. The second is to minimise the
cost of change, if a change to the solution is required. Hence, we seek stable solutions
following a change. This is a significant concern in many applications and can stem, for
example, from the cost of retooling or simply from the inconvenience to end users. The
third is to minimise the reaction time, obtaining a new solution as quickly as possible. The
three concerns are often opposed to each other, and thus the particular solution technique
implemented will depend on the application. We consider three cases, based on the requirements of the problem and on the knowledge we have of the future changes. Sub-section
1.4.1 assumes no knowledge of the future, and attempts to re-use aspects of the old solution when computing the new solutions. Subsection 1.4.2 also assumes no fore-knowledge
of the changes, but attempts to re-use some of the previous reasoning process when generating a new solution. Finally, sub-section 1.4.3 considers problems where the modeller
has some uncertain knowledge of the future changes, and examines techniques which are
robust to those likely changes. Typically, this involves problems which grow over time, or
where the problem structure is gradually revealed.

1 The

term ‘flexibility’ is also used to describe robustness. For consistency, we use ‘robust’ throughout.
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Figure 1.11: Dynamically Changing Problem Represented as a Sequence of Static CSPs.

1.4.1

Pure Reaction

We will begin by assuming no knowledge of how the problem is likely to change. Naively,
each new problem can be solved from scratch. However, efficient solvers exploit the past
history of problems and solutions to guide them in solving the new problem, while attempting to minimise the cost of changeover. Local Repair methods maintain all assignments
from the solution to the previous problem to use as a starting point. The initial assignment is then progressively modified until an acceptable solution to the current problem is
obtained.
Minton et al [52] describe a local repair method that searches through the space of possible repairs. This search is guided by the min-conflicts heuristic that seeks to minimise the
number of unsatisfied constraints after each step. The heuristic repair method can be used
naturally in a non-systematic (hill-climbing) or systematic (backtracking) search strategy.
In the following example, we will illustrate systematic heuristic repair. Reconsider the
solution to the Course Scheduling Problem given in Figure 1.2. This solution, although
satisfying the constraints given in Figure 1.1, does have a very busy final day. Therefore,
the next time the course is run, a new constraint is added that places a maximum on the
number of sessions per day. Figure 1.12 presents this variant of the problem, which we
will call the Balanced Course Scheduling Problem.
Heuristic repair performs a standard backtracking search, with a value ordering heuristic that prefers the assignment that conflicts least with the values assigned by the solution to
the previous problem to future variables. Consider solving the Balanced Course Scheduling Problem having obtained the solution to the original Course Scheduling Problem given
in Figure 1.2. We use a variable ordering scheme that assigns lecture, then practical then
tutorial variables in ascending day order. We also assume that ties are broken by preferring
an assignment that matches the previous solution. The current assignments to x11 and x21
do not conflict with any of the future variables, and so are left unchanged. Consider now
the assignment of x31 . This variable cannot be assigned 4 or 5, since this would violate
constraint (1.2). The remaining values all conflict with the values assigned by the previous
solution to x32 and x33 and constraint (1.10). Since the value 0 is closest to satisfying the
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Figure 1.12: The Balanced Course Scheduling Problem

constraint2 , it is assigned to x31 . The search proceeds in this manner as presented in Figure
1.13.
The Local Changes algorithm [73] is also a local repair method, but it uses a more
sophisticated search strategy than Minton et al’s heuristic repair to focus on resolving
the conflicts in a particular sub-problem. Local Changes partitions the variable set X
2 As

noted in [52], for non-binary constraints the measure of conflict depends on the nature of the constraint

itself.
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Figure 1.13: Partial Search Tree for Balanced Course Scheduling Problem using Minconflicts Heuristic
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Figure 1.14: Solving the Balanced Course Scheduling Problem using Local Changes

into three subsets, X1 , X2 and X3 : variables in X1 have fixed assignments (this is to
ensure termination, as will be shown); variables in X2 have assignments, but which may
be modified; variables in X3 are unassigned. When solving a new problem in a dynamic
sequence, all variables are in X2 , with assignments taken from the solution to the previous
problem in the sequence. Hence, when solving the Balanced Course Scheduling Problem,
search begins with X2 containing all nine xij variables, assigned as shown in Figure 1.2.
If this assignment satisfies all constraints, then there is already a solution to the current
problem and Local Changes terminates. Otherwise, it unassigns at least one variable for
each unsatisfied constraint (placing each in X3 ) and attempts to repair their assignments in
order to resolve the conflict. Returning to the solution of the Balanced Course Scheduling
Problem, as depicted in Figure 1.14, the only constraint that is unsatisfied is the instance
of constraint (1.10) concerning day 3. The choice of which of the variables constrained by
constraint (1.10) is heuristic. Assume x33 is chosen, unassigned and therefore moved into
X3 . Local Changes now recurses over X3 , re-assigning the variables to repair the conflicts.
In the example, X3 contains only x33 , which is selected for re-assignment. We assume
a reasonably informed value heuristic, assigning x33 = 2. However, this assignment does
not satisfy Constraint (1.3). At this point, Local Changes fixes the assignment of x33 , moving it into X1 and attempts to repair the problem with respect to this choice. The fixing
step is to avoid an endless cycle of repairs. If the problem cannot be solved with respect to
this assignment, Local Changes will backtrack over it and try another assignment. In the
example, x11 is re-assigned to 3, producing a solution to the problem. We have demonstrated the operation of Local Changes on a standard dynamic CSP. The algorithm has also
been extended to work with fuzzy dynamic CSPs [51] (see Section 1.3.1).
The use of a local repair technique promotes stability by tending to find a solution to the
new problem that is close to the solution of the previous problem, as demonstrated by the
Min-conflicts and Local Changes examples above. There is no guarantee, however, that the
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solution will be optimally stable. The alternative is to make stability an explicit criterion
when solving each problem in a dynamic sequence, and insist that each new solution is
optimally stable. The algorithm RB-AC [66] follows exactly this approach, starting with
the solution to the previous problem in the sequence and iteratively testing whether reassigning one variable, two variables, three variables, and so on, is sufficient to solve the
current problem. Petcu and Faltings [59] also search explicitly for stable solutions, but
do not restrict stability to mean simply the number of assignments in common. Instead,
special stability constraints are added that must be satisfied in order for the solution to be
stable. Similarly, El Sakkout and Wallace [23] define linear minimal perturbation functions
for dynamic scheduling problems. Following a change the minimal perturbation function
is defined with respect to the solution to the previous problem and used as an objective
for the new problem. Bartak et al [2] extend this formulation to support over-constrained
problems.

1.4.2

Preparing to React by Recording Information

While maintaining our assumption that we have no information about how the problem is
likely to change, it is still possible to prepare for these changes by recording information
during the search for a solution that is likely to be useful when solving the changed problem, under the reasonable assumption that the latest problem in a dynamic sequence will
retain some structure in common with the previous problems.
For each problem in a dynamic sequence, the oracles approach [71] records the path
taken to the solution. For every new problem in the sequence, search begins from scratch,
but these oracles are used to guide the search and prune the search space. Consider first
constraint restriction. Figure 1.15 presents a partial search tree for the solution given in
Figure 1.2 to the Course Scheduling Problem.
Having solved the Course Scheduling Problem, to solve the Balanced Course Scheduling Problem using the oracles approach, search begins from scratch, using the solution
path from Figure 1.15 as the oracle. The search branch down to x22 is identical to that
explored in finding the previous solution. However, when considering x32 , it is possible
to prune the sub-tree rooted with x32 = 1 without exploring it (see Figure 1.15): since
there was no solution in this sub-tree for the less-constrained previous problem there cannot be a solution in the sub-tree following constraint restriction. Search continues in this
way, as presented in Figure 1.15 following the oracle and pruning fruitless sub-trees until the constraints added cause failure, at which point the search defaults to chronological
backtracking while recording a new oracle for future use.
When both restriction and relaxation/retraction are allowed, to retain soundness the oracle chosen must be associated with a previously-solved problem that is less constrained
(i.e. contains a subset of the constraints) than the current problem. Van Hentenryck and
Provost [71] show how to select an oracle that prunes maximally without sacrificing soundness. Having identified such an oracle, it is used exactly as in the foregoing example.
A popular and powerful approach to preparing for change is to record explanations.
Jussien [42] defines explanations informally as ”subsets of constraints justifying solver
events”. Usually, the solver events are constraint additions, either unary (value removals)
or higher arity. Crucially, explanations support change to the problem structure during
search, as well after a solution has been found and is being executed. Note, however, that
supporting changes during systematic search requires a more sophisticated search strategy
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Figure 1.15: Partial Search Tree for Course Scheduling Problem

than simple chronological backtracking, such as Dynamic Backtracking [33, 44] or the
Local Changes algorithm discussed in the previous sub-section.
A significant amount of attention in the literature has been devoted to employing explanations in maintaining arc consistency (the reader is directed to Chapter 3 for an explanation of arc consistency) in the face of changes to the problem. Specifically, the problem
is assumed to be in an arc consistent state, a change to the problem structure occurs and the
goal is to restore arc consistency. Since it is common practice to maintain arc consistency
during search, following a change it is natural to restore arc consistency before proceeding.
We might also wish to maintain the problem in an arc consistent state, rather than solve
it immediately. For instance, Debruyne [15] describes how a bioinformatics problem is
configured through a process of interaction with a biologist. The biologist adds or removes
constraints from the problem until the current problem is acceptable to him/her. The problem is sufficiently difficult to make solving it following each change impractical, but if
enforcing arc consistency does not show that the current problem is unsolvable then this is
a good indicator that the problem has solutions. Boyd and Bowen also use explanations to
support a similar interactive process [13].
As has been pointed out by many authors, constraint restriction alone is simple to deal
with in this setting: a standard arc consistency algorithm can be run as normal following
the addition of new constraints. Constraint relaxation/retraction is, however, more difficult
to support. This is because value removals resulting from enforcing arc consistency before
constraint retraction may no longer be valid. Hence, following retraction, some values
typically must be reinstated. Explanations are used to support the identification of these
values.
One common explanation scheme for this purpose, as embodied by the algorithms
DnAC-4 [9], DnGAC4 [10], DnAC-6 [15] as well as the work of Prosser et al [64], is based
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Figure 1.16: Partial Search Tree for Balanced Course Scheduling Problem using Oracles

on recording justifications for value removals similar to those used in truth maintenance
schemes [21]. This is simply the constraint c whose revision caused the value v to be
removed from the domain of some variable x. If c is subsequently retracted, v is tentatively
restored to x’s domain (tentatively because there may be alternative justifications for its
removal). Of course the reinstatement of v calls into question all values v 0 removed from
the domains of other variables, specifically where the removal is justified by a constraint
involving x. If a constraint check reveals that a v 0 is supported by v, it is also tentatively
restored. This process propagates through the network, restoring values as appropriate.
The final step is to run a modified arc consistency algorithm, which removes all tentatively
restored values for which it can find an alternative justification.
One variant of this scheme, appearing in the AC|DC algorithm [56] and its descendants [55, 70, 1] saves space by extracting explanations directly from the constraint graph.
Another, such as [16], strengthens the justifications recorded to the set of original problem constraints that imply a value removal. The tradeoff is the time and space required to
record explanations versus the time required to react to a change in the problem. Although
maintaining arc consistency was the original focus of much of this research, explanations
have also been used to support the re-use of nogoods discovered during search [68], and
have been generalised to arbitrary constraint propagators in, for example, the PaLM system
[16] and Constraint Logic Programming [32].
To illustrate, we present a simple example of the utility of explanations. Returning to
the original Course Scheduling problem from Figure 1.1, consider that the different session
types are indistinguishable — in any (non-)solution, the assignments to one column of
variables representing a session can be exchanged with another to produce a (non-)solution.
This is a symmetry (see Chapter 10)3 , which can be exploited by imposing an ordering on
3 The

reader will have noticed that the days are also indistinguishable, but we focus on the session types for
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the session types, for instance by insisting that the sum of the columns is non-decreasing:
3
X
i=1

xi1 ≤

3
X
i=1

xi2 ≤

3
X

xi3

Order Constraints on Session Types

(1.11)

i=1

From the total sessions constraint (1.3), one can reason that the session type with the smallest number of assigned sessions can have at most 4 sessions assigned. The ordering constraints (1.11) allow us to identify this session type as the lectures. Hence we can add the
implied constraint:
3
X

xi1 ≤ 4

Lectures — Revised Maximum

(1.12)

i=1

The explanation for constraint (1.12) is the pair of constraints (1.3) and (1.11). Consider now the transition to the Balanced Course Scheduling Problem. Assuming that the
ordering constraints to exploit symmetry are retained, the explanation for constraint (1.12),
and therefore the constraint itself, remains valid. The saving made is that the cost of deriving the implied constraint is incurred only once, but the benefit, in terms of reducing
search following changes to the problem, remains for as long as its explanation is valid.

1.4.3

Predicting changes

In many real-world problem domains, we have some uncertain knowledge of what the
changes might be. For example, in a scheduling problem, we may know the characteristics
of all jobs set for production, even if we don’t know when the work can begin; a dispatch
service may have extensive histories of previous work requests and thus can predict the
pattern of future request; or in a manufacturing environment, we may have knowledge
of the reliability of a process, and thus can compute the probability of errors. In all of
these cases, we can improve our initial solutions by reasoning about the likely changes. In
general, we wish to produce robust solutions that, when change occurs, are likely to remain
solutions or can be modified at little cost.
In recurrent CSP [75], changes to problems are assumed to be temporary and recurring
— for example, the occasional temporary loss of a resource due to reliability problems.
The authors assume that they have no a priori knowledge of the changes, and thus must
learn the distribution by monitoring changes while solutions are being executed. They
propose a min-conflicts [52] repair-based method, to recover solutions when the changes
happen, and as they learn the distribution of the changes, they penalise solutions which
use values that are frequently lost. In their supersolutions framework [37], Hebrard et al.
address a similar problem, in that values may be unavailable when the solution is executed.
Their aim is to find initial solutions that are robust to this loss, or that can be repaired with
a small number of changes. They define the concept of an (a, b)-super solution, which is a
solution to the original problem which, if any a value assignments are lost, can be repaired
by reassigning the relevant variables plus another b variables. In particular, a (1, 0)-super
solution is essentially robust to the loss of any single value — for each variable, there is a
backup value which could be assigned without violating any of the constraints.
simplicity.
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∀i Di = {yij : j = 1 . . . 6}, count(Di , φ) ≤ 4

(1.13)

S = {yij : i = 1 . . . 3, j = 1 . . . 6}
count(S, L) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 5}

(1.14)
(1.15)

count(S, P ) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 5}

(1.16)

count(S, T ) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 5}
count(S, φ) ∈ {6, 7, 8}

(1.17)
(1.18)

Figure 1.17: The Extended Course Scheduling Problem

As an example, consider a more detailed version of the course scheduling problem.
We now assume there are six possible time slots each day (giving 18 variables yij , where
i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and j ∈ {1, . . . , 6}), which we may fill will a lecture (L), a practical (P ) or a
tutorial (T ), or leave empty (φ). The new model is given in Figure 1.17, where we assume
a constraint count(S, v), which counts the number of times a variable from the set S takes
the value v.
We now assume that after we construct and advertise the timetable, we may be told
that certain time slots cannot be filled with sessions of a given type (for example, because
of room changes elsewhere). Can we find a (1, 0)-supersolution — that is, a solution that
can be adapted by reassigning only the affected variable? Figure 1.18a shows one such
supersolution — any class (L,P or T) can be replaced by another class, and any empty slot
can be filled by a class. Figure 1.18b shows a solution that is not a (1, 0)-supersolution,
since if we lose the value T from y14 , then we cannot find another satisfying solution
reassigning only that time slot (since we cannot satisfy the constraint on the number of
tutorials).
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Figure 1.18: supersolutions: (a) (1, 0)-supersolution; (b) not a (1, 0)-supersolution.
Finding an (a, b)-super solution is shown to be N P -complete for any fixed a. The
authors develop a MAC algorithm for finding (1, 0)-super solutions, and extend it to a
branch-and-bound algorithm for finding the most robust solution when a (1, 0)-super solution does not exist (the most robust solution is defined to be one in which a maximal
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number of variables can be repaired without violating any constraints). This work has
been extended [38] to consider (1, b)-super solutions, with the ability to place restrictions
on the repairs that are considered — for example, to model scheduling problems, where
values represent the times at which activities start, the repairs are restricted to using higher
values representing later times, so that the repair can be carried out when the break arises
during execution. The supersolutions concept has then further extended [39] to include the
probability of a value assignment being lost, and the cost of making the repair: specifically,
a (α, β)-weighted supersolution is one in which any set of value assignments with a total
probability greater then α of being lost can be repaired by changing any variables at a total
cost of less then β. Weighted supersolutions have been defined to model combinatorial
auctions, where each winning bid has a probability of being withdrawn.
Stochastic CSPs [76] (introduced in subsection 1.3.3) allow us to model problems with
multiple phases: first the solver must assign a set of variables, then the environment reveals the values of a set of parameters, the solver must then assign another set, and so on.
The values of the parameters are assumed to be described by probability distributions. The
solution to a multi-stage stochastic CSP is then a tree, in which the assignment of values to
the later decision variables are conditional on the previous decisions and the revealed values of the parameters. This allows us to model, for example, production planning, in which
the volume to be manufactured in the 2nd quarter depends on the volume manufactured in
the 1st quarter, on the realised demand for the 1st quarter, and on the uncertain demand in
the future. In the general case, multi-stage stochastic CSPs are P SP ACE-complete. This
work is then extended to use scenario-based semantics [50], and allows chance constraints,
which must be satisfied over a proportion of the scenarios. The framework has been implemented as Stochastic OPL, in which multiple futures are represented as separate scenarios
which are then reformulated as a single larger CSP.
Branching CSP [30] also considers multiple phases, but models problems which grow
by the uncertain addition of variables and their associated constraints — for example, online scheduling, where new tasks arrive as the existing tasks are being executed. The model
of future arrivals is a probabilistic tree, in which the arrival of any variable is conditional
on the preceding arrival sequence. Each variable that arrives may be accepted and assigned a value which does not violate any constraint over the arrived variables, or rejected
and assigned no value; a specified utility is gained for each variable that is accepted. The
aim is then to assign values to nodes in the tree, such that no constraint is violated and
expected utility is maximised. The solution is thus a policy, specifying actions for each
possible arrival sequence. Branching CSP has similarities to Markov Decision Problems
[65], since the arrivals tree is essentially a finite horizon markov process; however, it is
complicated by the fact that choice available at each node is constrained by the previous
choices, and formulating the problem as an MDP may require exponentially many states.
The Branching CSP algorithms use backtrack search and constraint propagation to reduce
this combinatorial explosion [29].
Consider now a special case of the course scheduling problem, in which the resource
allocator must decide on initial room requests, but should also cater for new timetabling
requests. For simplicity, we consider a simpler problem (Figure 1.19), with one room
suitable for lectures, and one for practicals, and three time periods. We assume one initial
request: (A) a one hour lecture to be followed by a later one-hour practical. There are also
three other requests that we might receive: (B) a two-hour practical, (C) a one-hour lecture
followed immediately by a one-hour practical, or (D) another single one-hour lecture. Each
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requests must be given a time slot immediately or rejected. Each request generates revenue,
if it is allocated a time slot; rejected requests generate no revenue. The constraints and the
probability tree are shown in the figure. Our immediate task is to decide whether to accept
or reject requests A and B, and to allocate times, but ultimately we want a policy for the
tree which maximises expected revenue. One example policy is also shown in the figure,
which maximises expected revenue by immediately rejecting the unprofitable A, allowing
the more profitable B or C, or both, to be accommodated if they arrive.
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Figure 1.19: A branching CSP problem and solution
Bent and van Hentenryck [6, 7] also consider problems which grow over time by the
addition of tasks. However, rather than have an explicit probability distribution over the
future states, they assume that they have a black-box generator which can generate samples
of the future. At each stage in the process, they generate a number of samples, and use the
results of optimisation on the samples to make a decision for the current time step. They
consider a number of approaches, including: expectation, in which each possible decision
is evaluated over all samples, and the one with the highest expected value is selected; consensus, in which each sample is solved to optimality, and from the solutions the immediate
decision which occurs most often is selected; and regret, in which each sample is again
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solved to optimality, and then the possible decisions are evaluated with respect to how
much of the objective value would be lost compared to the other decisions. The expectation method produces the best results, but is infeasible for real problems because of the
number of optimisations required. The regret method approaches the quality of expectation
when there is time to optimise, but is similar to consensus when only a small number of
samples are possible, and thus is particularly effective in real-time situations or where the
underlying optimisation problem is hard. In common with the approaches that use explicit
probability distributions, there is a question as to where the underlying distribution for the
black-box generator comes from; the authors have proposed an online learning method [8],
which gradually constructs the distribution as it receives requests. [5] also considers problems that grow, examining a number of different approaches to generating robust initial
solutions and regular updates
The most significant application area for constraint problems that change is scheduling. Many practical scheduling problems can be expressed as Simple Temporal Problems
[20], in which constraints specify single intervals between two time points, and solved in
polynomial time. [74] considers an extension in which the durations of some tasks are uncertain, and hence some timepoints are decision variables, while others are uncontrollable
(using the same terminology as for mixed CSP [27]). The aim is then to find a policy for
executing tasks: problems are defined to be strongly controllable if a single decision (i.e.
an assignment of a value to each decision variable) will produce an executable schedule regardless of the eventual values of the uncontrollable timepoints; and weakly controllable if
there exists a decision for each possible realisation of the timepoints. The work was further
extended [54] to include dynamically controllable problems, for which there exists an online policy: the values assigned to the decision variables need depend only on the observed
timepoints in order to get an executable schedule. Checking whether a problem is strongly
or dynamically controllable is in P , but weak controllability is in co − N P . This work has
recently been extended to include soft temporal constraints [78], and it is shown that this
does not increase the complexity class: in particular, a polynomial algorithm is presented
for generating online execution algorithms that optimise over the soft constraints.
Uncertainty in the duration of tasks is a significant issue in more general scheduling
problems. [14] examines the introduction of slack time to handle such uncertainty in jobshop problems. They consider three variations: adding extra time to the duration of every
task, modifying the constraints to ensure that slack time exists between tasks, and modifying the constraints dependent on the location of the task in the problem. For a given constraint Yst ≥ Xst + dur(x), the first would change the value of dur(x) to dur(x) + σ(x),
while the latter two would change the constraint by adding the term slack(x) to the right
hand side. The resultant problem can then be solved using existing scheduling algorithms.
Experimental evidence shows that the latter two consistently outperform a simple rightshift reactive solution in terms of tardiness, while the former is significantly poorer, but
can give better predictions of execution time in problems with high levels of uncertainty.
More recent work [3, 4] considers the problem of producing schedules with a given probability of being executed inside a time limit, and with good probabilistic makespans. The
authors develop branch and bound algorithms with Monte Carlo simulation at each node,
and heuristic algorithms which generate deterministic problems from the means and variances of the task durations. The heuristic algorithms are shown to scale well with larger
problems.
For project scheduling problems, Policella et al [61] consider notions of robustness
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based on initial solutions that are partial orders of tasks. They assume that some pairs of
tasks have minimum separation constraints, and that each task occupies a known amount
of resource. They consider dynamic changes to the problem in the form of partial resource
unavailability, or changes in task duration. Their aim is to produce a partial ordering of
the tasks such that any allocation of start times consistent with it also satisfies the time and
resource constraints. A partial order is then deemed to be robust if it can absorb changes
to the problem details during execution — that is, start times can still be assigned with
violating the partial order or the problem constraints. Their approach is first to generate
a single schedule with fixed start times, and then to “robustify” it by generating a partial
order from it. Previous research has shown that this approach can generate more robust
schedules than starting with a least commitment approach [62]. The partial orders are
based on chains of precedence constraints for individual units of the resource, and greater
robustness is obtained by generating independent chains.
Finally, we note some recent research integrating constraint programming techniques
with belief networks, for reasoning about a combination of probabilistic and deterministic
information. Belief networks have been studied in AI for many years, and represent the
probabilistic dependencies between random variables. They can be used to find the most
probable value of a variable, given a set of observations of other variables, and can be
used to update beliefs as observations are made incrementally. Constraints can be integrated into the networks by representing them implicitly as conditional probability tables
on boolean random variables [58], mapping valid combinations to true with probability
1.0, and invalid combinations to false. However, this loses the benefits of constraint-based
search and propagation. [18] instead represent the constraints explicitly, and show how
variable elimination methods can be significantly faster on such representations for computing the probability that a given tuple is a solution. That approach, however, requires
large amounts of space. Therefore [19] instead develop search algorithms, which combine
constraint propagation with search over AND/OR graphs, requiring only linear space.

1.5

Pseudo-dynamic Formalisms

In this section we describe extensions to classical CSP that, while closely related to dynamic CSPs by name or definition, have important differences that we should be careful to
recognise.
We begin by emphasising the difference between dynamic CSPs and what are now
known [67] as conditional CSPs [53]4 . In a conditional CSP, the whole problem is known
statically, but parts of it are made active or inactive depending on the assignments of certain
variables. For example, in configuring a car it is only necessary to decide the details of a
sunroof if the decision has been made that a sunroof is to be fitted. Conditional CSPs are a
natural way to model both configuration [53] (see Chapter 24) and planning problems [45]
(see Chapter 22).
Open Constraint Satisfaction Problems (OCSPs [24]) assume a distributed environment
and an open-world setting, in which the set of variables and constraints is known statically
but the variable domains and tuples allowed by the constraints are incrementally discovered
4 The potential for confusion stems from the fact that this work was originally presented with the title ‘Dynamic Constraint Satisfaction Problems’, where ‘dynamic’ refers to the fact that the structure of the problem
changes based on decisions made during search
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by querying different information sources in a network. This is a natural representation for,
for example, many e-commerce problems where suppliers might be queried as necessary as
to the specifications and possible configurations of their products. Returning to our running
example of course scheduling, one might imagine scheduling a larger course, or multiple
courses, taught by several people. In this case, the people involved might be queried to
discover acceptable numbers of sessions they were willing to teach and constraints on their
timetabling. If the problem remained unsolvable, further queries could be made, and so
on.
Open CSP makes the further assumption that information-gathering queries are by far
the most expensive individual operation that the solver performs, hence the emphasis is
on producing a solution with a minimal number of queries. Faltings and Macho-Gonzalez
show that, since domains and allowed tuples increase monotonically with each new query,
it is unnecessary to know the entire problem structure in order to solve the problem —
a solution to a partially-discovered problem is guaranteed to be a solution to the whole
problem [24]. They give the o-search algorithm to solve OCSPs that improves over the
naive approach of simply gathering all domain values and constraint tuples before solving
the problem by interleaving querying and solving: new domain values and constraint tuples are sought only if the currently known sub-problem has no solution. The fo-search
algorithm refines o-search by only gathering new domain values and constraint tuples for
the portion of the currently-known sub-problem identified as being responsible for the subproblem having no solution.
OCSP has also been extended to fuzzy CSPs (see Section 1.3.1) and to optimisation
problems [24]. In both cases to be able to find an optimal solution without knowing the
whole problem structure there is a monotonicity assumption: domain elements and tuples
are returned in non-increasing order of membership degree / non-decreasing order of cost.
This is a realistic assumption — the participants in the open course scheduling example
described above are likely to be happy to respond to queries with their most preferred
option first.
Open CSP is very closely related to Interactive CSP (ICSP [47]) in which again domain elements are acquired incrementally in solving a problem. The key difference is
that, since at least one of the solution algorithms presented (Interactive Forward Checking) acquires all domain values for a particular variable that are consistent with respect
to the current assignment, there is an implicit assumption that variable domains are finite.
OCSP is also closely related to dynamic CSP, since the incremental addition of domain
elements and constraint tuples can be viewed as a sequence of problems linked by the
relaxation/retraction of unary constraints disallowing the acquired domain elements [49].

1.6

Challenges and future trends

As we have seen, there have been many attempts to extend constraint reasoning to handle dynamic and uncertain problems. The attempts all appear to be isolated, with little
commonality between them; they define different problem types, and different types of objectives. In particular, it is difficult to compare techniques, since each is typically adressing
its own problem variation, and testing them requires generators of the uncertain and dynamic aspects. There is a need for general purpose, parametrisable, problem generators
and execution simulators. Such tools should allow the different types of uncertainty and
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change to be expressed, and should allow the temporal nature of the changes to be described. An initial scheme for a generator for scheduling problems has been proposed
[60]. Tools of this sort would be a start on the road to classifying techniques, and identifying which methods are best suited to which problem types. A common library of problems
would be useful in itself, to give an indication of the range and frequency of the different
problem types in practical applications. For example, CSPLib5 , an otherwise invaluable
repository of benchmark constraint problems, contained no problems with explicit uncertainty or dynamism.
A related challenge is to bring all the different frameworks together. There are some
foundational approaches, like Dynamic CSP [17], but nothing as yet with a similar coverage to semiring CSP [12] or valued CSP [69] for soft constraints. Can we find a single
framework that encompasses all the different features proposed so far? One such framework has recently been proposed [63], and the question remains open as to whether such
a framework should have a rich language allowing the direct expression of many different
features, or a simpler more restricted language which would require the reformulation of
problems.
On an abstract level, there are three main solution techniques: extending the representational power and reasoning methods to represent uncertain and dynamic problems explicity, and generate their solutions; reformulating problems into large deterministic problems,
and generating the solutions using existing techniques; or generating scenarios or samples,
and then solving each one using standard deterministic techniques. It is an open question
as to where the boundary lies, to allow us to decide which technique should be applied to
which class and size of problem. In particular, more tractability results are required for the
different formulations.
In general, constraint solving under change and uncertainty is in its infancy. Closer
links need to be established with the existing techniques in other areas of artificial intelligence, mathematics and optimisation, including belief networks [40], MDPs [65] and
POMDPs [57], queuing theory [35], stochastic processes [41], stochastic programming
[11], Monte Carlo methods [28], stochastic satisfiability [48], decision theory [34] and
fuzzy logic [46]. See Halpern [36] for an overview of uncertainty reasoning in general.
Finally, the biggest challenge is to integrate dynamic and uncertain reasoning methods with industrial strength constraint programming tools — as has begun to be the case
with, for example, the PaLM system [43]. This would allow the approaches discussed
in this chapter and future techniques to be put into practice for real-world decision and
optimisation problems, without requiring users to write their own search and propagation
algorithms. Towards this goal, Fromherz and Conley [31] describe a general constraint
solver design to support a dynamic environment. Further progress is likely to be made by
integrating principled simulation and sampling techniques first — see for example [50] —
since they will allow existing CP tools to be used without modification.

1.7

Summary

Many real and important problems involve change and uncertainty. Solutions are required
that take account of vagueness in the problem description, or that minimise the effect of the
uncertainty on the solution. Basic approaches to handling change include rapid reaction
5 http://www.csplib.org,
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through re-specifying the problems and re-solving when the changes occur, preparing to
change by maintaining explanations and data structures that will allow the solver to avoid
repeating work, or proactively generating solutions that are robust, by explicitly reasoning
about the possible changes. A number of different techniques have been developed, and
they have demonstrated that constraint programming methods can be extended to handle
many different forms of dynamism and uncertainty, and that many exemplar problems can
be solved efficiently. Constraint programming toolkits need to be extended with facilities
to handle such problems. Further work is required to establish which of the techniques and
frameworks are practical candidates, and to integrate this body of reserach with the many
other research fields which deal with change and uncertainty. Finally, for an alternative
viewpoint on the material in this chapter, the reader is directed to the survey by Verfaillie
and Jussien [72].
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